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REQUIREMENTS OF A ~~ THOD FOR LOCATING UNDEIMATER BlO-ACOUSTIC SOURCES

William C. Cummings
Naval Undersea Warfare Center, San Diego , California 92152

Introduction
On 10 May 1967, a meeting was called in Washington, D.C. by the American
Institute of Biological Sciences , Advisory Coniaittee on Hydrobiology to the
Office of Naval Research, Oceanic Biology Programs. One aim of this meeting
was for attending bio—acousticians to acquaint the Committee with the problems
which limit our knowledge of bio-acoustics in the sea. Another aim was to suggest directions of future research. This author stressed the need for estimating
the location of under~ater biological signals, for without very special instruiaentation underwater sounds appear to come from everywhere . Discussion from the

floor included numerous suggestions covering a wide spectrum of ideas from directional receivers to sonic taps . However, it appeared that a practical solution
was not readily available.
_

_ —‘
~~~~~~

The purpose of this report is to recommend the requirements of a technique

which would enable bio—acousticians to estitnate the locality of the source of
under~iater biological signals in the natural environment. These recommendations
1 “The opinions and assertations contained herein are the private ones of the writer
,
and are not to be construei as official , or as reflecti
~~ the views of the Navy-

L

Department or the Navy service at large. This rnarr script is submitted with the
~
understanding that a right of reproduction for governmental pu rposes is reserved
for the Naval Under3ea Warfare Center .”
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This work was supported by the Naval Ship Syst~ns Command , SR 1OL O3Ol, Task 0531
~
and by- special project N1J.4C ZlI~8.

_

_

_
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were partly based upon consultations with numerou s other persons including engineers and physicists inside and outside of NUgC, as well as 20 other bio—acousticians. A working model system , or precise specifications,were beyond the present undertaking. Hopefully, the ideas set forth here will lead towards completion
of an adequate system which can be made available to bio—acousticians who are involved with studying underwater biological signals in the natural environment.
Need for Locating Biological Signals
There are at least three basic needs for an adequate method to estimate the
field location of acoustic signals in bio—acoustic studies.
1. Identification When a hydrophone is placed in the vicinity of a dense
underwater fauna , the listener is alnost invariably confronted with an abundance
of acoustic signals, most of which he cannot identify. The same frustrating
experience may also occur in moderately or sparsely populated areas. Unenhightened observers facing this problem are often tempted into associating sound and
source on the basis of anecdotal or anthropomorphic evidence that is misleading.
Examples of this may be found in the literature. In contrast , considerable information may be inherent in the identification of bio-acoustic signals . To illustrate, general be~a~rior that is already known about the species or family may often

be used to infer spatial or temporal predictions of the sound ’s occurrence.

Identification of the signal is a virtual requisite for most bio-acoustic investigations. More often than not, the identification will require some knowledge of
where the sound is coming from , and hence a method of location. It is relatively
easy for an investigator, aided by a rapidly-advancing technology, to extend his
acoustic observations into the ocean. The commonest problem is that he frequently
does not know what. he is listening to.
2.

Source Levels

The availability of sonagraphic instruments has made it

possible , on a routine basis , to include frequency- spectrum analyses in the
2
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physical descriptions of underwater biological signals. However, one rarely encounters data on sound pressure level at the source. A review of 914 papers on
sound production of fishes showed that source levels were available for just 21

1
signal types of about 200 kinds of signals from 158 species.
Underwater animals

apparently can generate large sound pressures that are detectable at relatively
2
long distances.~33 14~S Investigators can estimate the sound pressure level at a
given distance from the source (je , 1 yd) by determining the absolute received
sound pressure level and the distance of the source from the hydrophone. Other
requirements include a calibrated hydrophone system and local knowledge of sound
spreading and attenuation losses. It is usually necessary to locate the source to
determine its distance from the receiving hydrophone. Since the spreading loss of
sound pressure is an inverse power function of distance , closer sources require
more accurate estimates of their distance than do more remote sources.
3. Behavioral Information Movements of underwater acoustic sources can be
described if one has the capability to locate their so~ rids . Moreover , tracks of

underwater signals may offer clues to their identity. Movements of underwater
soniferous organisms are not only of irtherent interest, but they may help to

explain some of the rhythmic occurrences of bio—acoustic sources. There are many
examples of marine animal sounds occuring on a periodic basis , such as at sunrise ,
sunset, midnight , or at a predictable time during the month or season) ’6’ How~ ~
ever , without some method of estimating their location , it may be difficult to
distinguish between actual rhythmic sound production and rhythmic movements of
the causative species in and out of hydrophone range.7
Basic Requirements
The following basic requirements were based upon the ~~~~~~

experience and

the thoughtful comments of other bio-acousticians who were asked for suggestions.
1. Portability Any proposed system for localizing bio-acoustic signals in
3
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the field should be portable enough to operate from a boa t as small as a 16-ft
skiff. Over—the—side components must be easily and quickly set in place without
the aid of a diver.
2. Power All components requiring electrical power should run on small,
rechargeable storage batteries.
3. Hydrqphones Hydrophone sensitivity should be approximately -85 dB re

lv/dyn/cm2 or greater, and its capacity should be about 500 pF. Frequency response
should be. essentially constant from 20 Hz to 10 kHz if the system is used primarily
for fish sounds. The detection of high frequency cetacean sounds will require a
hydrophone with sufficient response to signals up to about 100 kHz , depending upon
the objectives of the investigation. A locating system capable of operating at high
frequencies could also be used to locate sonic tags that are placed on organisms
to determine their movements. A low impedance system with a preamplifier near
the hydrophone probably would be more satisfactory for field use than one with
just an inboard preamplifier. The latter systems usually have more unwanted
noise, relative to the signal, from stresses on the cable during field use.
Hydrophone size will depend upon the kind of method , ie , bottom array, suspended
binaural system , or bi-gradient system. In any case , the hydrophone should be
as small as is practical since the operation will usually be carried out from
small boats without lifting devices.

14.

Simplicity Most bio-acousticians do not have sufficient funding or engi-

neering and technical assistance to use and maintain complex systems. This is
especially applicable when investigations are undertaken in remote areas. These
limitations and the requirement of portability necessitate relatively simple instrumentation which can be checked out and repaired in the field. The equipment must
be capable of withstaniing the rough handling involved in field work.

5.

Water Depth Bie-acousticians do most of their field work with animal

sounds in shallow areas , generally less than 75 ft deep. However , those who work
14

with marine maninals frequently operate over areas as deep as 6000 ft.

Preferably,

an all—round system should be suspended in order to meet the requirements of most
investigators. A bottom-mounted system would be satisfactory only under special
circumstances.
One of the reasons why bio-acousticians historically have concentrated on
shallow water investigations is that their visual observations from television,
the surface, or while diving with SCTJBA, were necessarily limited to shallow areas.
However, this requirement will probably change as deep submersibles and other
habitats become more available to bio-acousticians. It would be advantageous to
use hydrophones which operate at equivalent pressures from the surface to about
500 ft, although attempts to record biological signals have been undertaken from
submersibles down to 6500 ft,8’~
6.

Accuracy The degree of accuracy required of any locating system depends

on the objectives of the investigation. To illustrate , a bio-acoustician , who
wants to Ia~ow if the signals he hears are from the wh&es he sees , requires much

less accuracy in locating signals than one who is tr,’ing to locate the source of

a given signal in the vicinity of a highly populated reef. Much more accuracy is
required of a locating system that is used to determine the source level of a
signal from a nearby animal than one that is used for more distant sources. Finally,
it would be easier to locate a group of chorusing animals than it would be to
locate an individual. Azimuth errors generally should be less than 3 dog.
7. Calibration Depending upon the area , species , or season , underwater
bio—acoustic signals may mask other underwater signals. Bio—acoustic si gnals are
often a predominant feature of the ambient noise ,’0 because of their number ,
proximity to the hydrophone , or high source levels. Any attempt to evaluate bioacoustic signal level at the source or the receiver will require a calibrated
hydrophone system. It is unfortunate that few bio—acousticians have a calibrated
system to determine absolute levels. A calibrated hydrophone system can cither

I

11
be integrated into the locating system, or it may be separate.
Employed Methods of Location
The mean of principal frequencies reported for 125 fish sounds was 911 Hz
1

in a range of frequencies from 50 Hz to 5 kHz.

These data did not include a

reported sound from a shark , Squalus acanthius, which had a principal frequency
of 20.5 kHz)2 Although a general indication of directionality w~ s noted by

W. A. Watkins , using a partially-shielded hydrophone in studies of cetacean

sounds (personal communication), single transducers usually are not very directional
at the principal frequencies reported for most sounds of underwater animals.
Exceptions occur among the cetaceans whose echo-ranging clicks extend as high as

150 kHz.
A successful method for localizing bio-acoustic sources has been to use a
hydrophone array of three or more sensors and calculations based upon time differences of sound arrivals between hydrophones. To illustrate, this technique13

was used by the author in bio-acoustic investigations i.n the Bahamas . Others have
]5
2
u&cd simi)ar techniques , some of which were highly r ,fined . ~ hi4~ ~ l6

The use of

a hydrophone array and arriva~ time differences worked quite well for the author ,
although the followin g limi tations shou ~ d be noted.

In part , these limitations

can be applied to the general concept of u sing large hy drophone arrays as a field
method to locate bio—acoustic sources .
1.

The system lacked portability imposed by long heavy cab)ing which was

terminated in a shore-based laboratory with bulky instrument ation .
2.

Hyperbola e descrihin ~ regions of equal arriva) time differen ces becam e

nearly tangential outside the trian gle of hydroph ones.

This considerably incrca ~ ed

the riagni tude of error in )ocating distant sources .
3.

The instrumentation required subs tantia) maintenance which demanded a

relatively large work force when combined with the labor involved in determin ng
~
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The actual determinations, even when aided by a plotting board ,

were cumbersome and time—consuming; and they were not established until long after
the event.
The general method described above is based upon the concept of triangulation
wherein location depends on the solution of three simultaneous equations.
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Figure 1
Given : hydrophone locations A ,B ,C; hydrophone separations a ,b ,c; distance

TA (
ranre from nearest hydrophone A to source P

=

x), 1 (arrival tine difference

between hydrc’nhones A and B converted to distance), 1’ (arrival time difference

between hydr op hories B and C converted to distance); anglesô< , ,’ .
~~ ~
Find :distance TA and angle

equ ations are :

‘
~~

.

Based on the law of cos ines , the three
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a
b

2

c2

(x

+

1)

2

+

(x + 1 + 11) 2

—

2(x + ).)(x + 3.

+

1’)

COs 0<

(x + 1+ 1 ’ ) 2 i - x
~ — 2 x ( x + l + 1 ’ ) cos~~
÷ )
(x + 1)2 +
2x(x + 1) cos

(°< /3

—

These equations are generally solved simultaneously with a computer; otharwise ,
the solution is too cumbersome.
Location by triangulation may also be determined on a plotting board by f inding

the intersection of two hyper b ol ae , each of which represents a region of equal
arrival time difference between two of the hydrophones in a triangular array.
Interpolations are made between hyperbolic guides already drawn on the plotting
board .
A two-hydrophone system was used for determining source level and localizing

the sounds of gray whale s , Eschrichtius glaucus ( gibbosu s) , dur ing recent investig ations off San Diego , California.17 This method required absolute received
sound pressure levels of a signal at each of the two hydrophor.e locations and the
sound arrival time difference between hydrophones . Even with the assumption that
the sorrce is in the same plane as the hydrophones, Ic , on the bottom , the two-

hy drophone system offers 180—deg ambiguity unless there are extenuating envirorLmental
circumstances ,’7 such as a location so near shore that all sources are. known to
be seaward .
The basic equation used to derive the two-hydrophone method was modified from
that given by Johnson ~~

The modified equation states that a signal which

has traveled less than 10 nautical mfl es experiences a pressure loss

( dB) equiv~

alent to 20 log B , where R is the distance from the source to the hydrophon c in
10
~

yds.

/

Give n : hydrophones A ,B; sound source location S; sound pressure level at

A
LA

=

LA; sound pressure level at B ~ LB; sound pressure level at the source
-

LB

A dB ; sound arrival time difference between A and B

A to S in y ds
1600

=

R

=

RI

1’IS; distance between B and 14 in yds

=

LS;

At; distance from
At(l600),where

sound velocity in yds/sec .

Find :S, assuming spherical apreading loss, negl igible attenuation , and
single plane.
LA

L S - 20 log10 R

LB

L S — 2 0 1og10 (R ’+A t l600)

simultaneous solution yields
R=

At .1600
r ~~d B i

I ~~~~
J
L’°

—1

An improved three-hydrophone system was considered. The improved system
(Fig . 3) included a small (16—bit) digital computer to process acoustic data ,

locate the signal source , and deter m ine the sou nd pressure level of the source.
Three non—colinear hydrophones accurately placed on the bott’:m would yield three
second order equations which could be solved simultaneously on line to detenaine
the source location.

Their solution is subject to serious errors from variable

parameters in the physical environment which affect sound velocity . ~n error
analysis was accomplished by varying the parameters by as litt .le as 1 percent .
These variations produc~’d errors in location as nuch as several hundred percent ,
and in some cases there was no real solution. Such a system would require a very
accurate survey in the area of investigation . A cross correlation technique would

involve a thorough understanding of local acoustic propagation including speed and
multi-paths as a function of time and space.

It was concluded that such an improved

sy stem would not be feasi ble in the present app lication.

The most apparent objec-

tions inc)ude time , prohibitive costs , lack of portability , and considerable

9
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The same can be said for any of the larger arrays designed for other

purposes.
Shaver et al.used a hydr oph one syst em for track ing th e mov em ents of sea lions ,
9
Zalo p h u s c ali forn ianu s , f r om the ir ph onations in a t ank~ Shaver t s system of location ,

de scri b ed in det ail , was based upon the relative time of arrival of the signal at

four h ydrophones in a three—dimensional array . Compared with the previously described
planar arrays , the added dimension made it possible to determine the depth of the
sea lion , in addition to its horizontal location.

large hydrophone arrays have

been used to estimate the depth of apparent biological sound sources in the natural
20
2
envjronment. ~~~~
None of the three-dimensional array methods which have been

us ed appear to m eet th e prese nt requir eme nt s for re asons appl ie d in th~ preceding
discussions of planar arrays. However , W. E . Schevill and W . A . ~ atkir~s are con-

templating a small three-dimensional , suspended array for u~~ from

.~

al
ship (p ~ ra c ~r.

con~minication). They propose to trail a surface hydrophone a t.ern f th
~
~

sh~ p ,

send a surface hydrophone out to each side , and lower a fourth hy dr ~~~~.~~c bc c;’

the ship to obtain depth information.
A notable advorj ce ~q’~nt in the desi gn of hy d r opho n es shc~n~ cou id’- r aL-ic prc -~ic c
~ ~
for the present noeds to locate undcrw ~ ter b iolo~ ical sir .1E;. CBS I b c ’at-or , es .
~~
~

a Divisio n of th e Colu mbia Broadc~ sti r~’ P:r~~trm

,

Inc., has deve1cp~ d a

bi.—gradient hydrophone , which is rcpor~~d to have an accuracy in establish .ng the
~
exact null of an Jn ~ o:~1n~ s~ gnal to a~ out 1 c.ac-.21 ~~~~ - - ‘.cy rcs c n e of th~~
~ ~
~ ~~
hydrophone is re].at~ vely constant fr :~ 2P
to ~OC) Hz. Its ~eu~;itivity is abc-ut
—120 dB re 3v/d yn/cm 2 . The bi -gra ~i~ ent
‘drc-p-hc- ~~ resrc-~;ds to d i f f e r e n c e s in

pressur e b etw e en th a t par t of the r r ~t r i x -~ n~ ’ nt f ~ cir ~ t~~ -

~pir~r~~nr pres~ vr .

- .

ye

and its opposing side . However , e f f e ct ive use of th is t I e of h ;drop hcne to locate
~

bio—acoustic sources would require h ith er sensitivity an hi hcr frequency re : r o u e.
~
~
~ ~
C~ S was made aware of the problems in lccatinr bio—acoustic sources , and they

-
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volunteered to re—examine the capabilities of the bi-gradient hydrophone.

Conse-

quently, a new type is being developed without commitment , out of sheer interest
in our requirements (Dr . B. B. Bauer , personal communication) .
Perkins has reported the installation of a directional hydrophone and baffle
22

assem bly a bo ar d the re search v es sel Trident .

Despite high self n oise com ponents

front the ship, he reported that the hydrophone system operated surprisingly well,
but no det ail s w ere given co ncern in g its direct ional performance.
Man ’s abil ity for directional heoring in air de p ends upon te mp or al an d inte nsity
differences between arrivals of an acoustic signal at each of his ears . The directional aural sensations which result are often called the binaural effect . Humans
have c-xcellent abilities for processing acoustic signals , especially the recognition
of sig na l s ap art from noise and the ability to concentrate upon a desirable signal .
All of those attribute s emphasize the utility of a binaural list onin~’ sy5 t en i for
detecting the directivity of a propagated underwater signal .
A binaural listening system was used during Wo rld War I for deten ~ining the
azimuth of underwater signal sources.23 It consisted of two eleotroacoust-ic receivers
separated in water at least by a distance equivalent to the e f f e c t i v e separ ati on of
man ’ s ears in air .

This distance in water is approximately ~0 in. A simple acoustic

delay line consisting of tubes was inserted between the hydrophone and a binaural
headset.

By altering the c~istance of the air paths through the tubing, the listener

could adj u st the time of the separate arrivaj .s to bring them into phase and det€ rmine the approximate beariup of the signal source4
The efficiency of a binaural system of localization is conside ~-~ThJy improved
if th.-’ receivers can be rotated.

The angular resolution of human s in air is n.~ x~-r.n1

~ m the scurc e is out between the two ears and minimal when the source is out on

wh

the samo axis as the two ears. It was found that resolution is best between 2 0
~
and

ioc~

H z; and t h at locali7ation up to 1)400 Hz prii~arily depends on int€raurai

t ’-m ~’oral d i f fer e n c e s , while intensity differences are more inportant in higher
12
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frequencies
I n an earl y paper , Eadv and Brady evaluated binaural locali zation and detection

2
of submarine noise using two hydrephones separated by various distances.~

The

observers rotated the underwater system , or they provided electrical delays , to
cent-er the acoustic imace insiae the listener ’s head.
errors with a LiC-in . separation was about 3 dee .

The avera~re of bearing

The error

decreased with increas-

ing hydrophone separation to 0.~ des’ at 2b0 in. Detection thresholds were slightly

improved over those of a single channel system , but only by about 2 dB.
26
Brady and Klumpp
used two hvdrophone pairs with 20-ft separation to eliminate
front-back ambiguity . They concluded that the binaural system offered a simple and

reliable means of obtaining accurate sound source bearings in the field . They
confirmed the earlier finding that binaural listening did not offer a great detect ion advanta ge over a single hy drophone

system.

A binaural list ening system was installed aboard the Sea-see to obtain an
aporoximate bearing to bin-acoustic sources (W.E. Evans , personal communication).

One bvdrophone is located on each side of a tr ansparent obse r
vation sphere wh ich
is suspended between the two hulls of a catamaran .

This listening system was said

to be generally satisfa ctory on a left—right basis , although its directionality

had not been critically evaluated. Sea-see was recently built for N1MC , primarily
to observe cetaceans and other marine organisms off southern California.
A unique underwater binaural listening system , incorporating a scaled-up
imitation of the human pinna , has been developed by Listening Inc . under contract
27

with NOTS , China Lake.

The system uses stainless steel, 11-in. “ ears” which

re~ortedly were used to determine the location of an underwater acoustic source
in real time to

.
~

8 deg. This company has also reported that the system can be

used to determine azimuth , elevation , and ran~’e.

In the summer of 1961, the present author rigred an ‘oyster” hydrophone at

each end of a 3.~~-ft pole which could be rotated horizontally.
1.

A pair of preampli—

— -~~~~~~~~~ -

•

_ _-

~~~~~~~~

fiers , a binaural headset , and a simple pointer completed the system which w as
used off a dock at the Institute of Marine Science , University of Miami. It was
possible with this simple apparatus to determine the approximate bearing to soni ferous
toadfish, Opsanus tau , if their signals were repeated a few times. We have recently
assembled a similar device which has circular , air-cell baffles and reflecting
plates to increase the intensity difference effect and to increase the signal-tonoise ratio by nearly combining the direct with the reflected arrival. A decrease
in received ambient noise was accomplished by adding a pair of matched variable
filters. In its present form , this device was given only a cursory evaluation ,
but it appears promising.

It is planned to include a two—way , gimbeled mounting

bracket for increased stability in the water (Fig.

Li).

The mounting will include

a pelorus. A calibr ated hydrophone system , a two—ch~nne’ tape recorder , and a

battery—operated, split screen storage oscilloscope can be added to increase the
overall capability.
Dr. Charles M . Breder , Jr successfully used a bin~ u ral l
istening dev ic e in
the presence of groups and individuals of swiru:in~ catf ish , Galeiehthys ft~lis,
at- Sarasota , Florida (personal communication) . Dr. ~ reder indicated that his
“audiogoniometor” utilized changes in intensity differsnces as the unit was rot.ate~
below , throu gh , and above the aziuuth of a concentrated r oun d source f i e l d . P y
taking bearings from two locations , he was able to calculate t.he actual posit-ion

of the s ound source.

His system wil.l be described in a fort hc oming pub 1ic~-tion

of the American Mu seum of Natural H istory .

28
us’d a binaural convei s1oi~ et~ crk to provide phase and
~ auer and Torick

intensity d i f f e ren e e s betwear , each side of a bone-conducting , underwater h ead s et .
28
In a related ex~ erinent ,
they also preserved directionelit-i underwater when

tops ide ob~~ rve rs liste ne d through earphone s which

hr i

~ special cross coupl ir~

network on the output of two small hydrop home~. separated u n d er w at e r by ju st

Li

in.

The hydrophones wrre connected with a symmetrical phase—shi ft ne twork . These
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workers are presently evaluating these techniques in the li ght of our requirements
for locating biological signals.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The techniques for locating underwater signals fall into two general categories .

One utilizes some kind of instrumental signal processing followed by conç utation.
The other receives underwater signals in such a way as to use man ’ s naturally-

endowed faculties for hearing in air. In view of the requirements already set
forth - in this report , the latter technique of listening in real time appears to
be most satisfactory for the following reasons .

1. Binaural listening devices , even when provided with delay circuitry,
can be relatively inexpensive , simple to opera te , easy to maintain , and portable
enough to use from small boats.
2.

-

Locations are made in sit u , providing the investigator with immediate

knowledge to pursue his objectives at the site.

3. Binaural

listening devices for location make use of man ’s excellent

abilities to discriminate against noise and to reccgrli7.e a particular signal of

interest under con ditions of low signal-to—noise ratio. To the author ’s knowled ge ,
there has been no successful attempt to synthesize a technique of recogn izi ng the
existin g variety of marine animal sounds.

As received , the same basic category

of ani.mal sound will usually have many different forms result ing fro m different
physical and behavioral conditions . These form s vary as a function of time ,
frequency , and amplitude.

It would be very difficult to generalise these forms wi~~

an instrumental recognizer ; and , in all probability, the decision would ultimately
lie with the investigator .

Moreover , in many instances, the f ield inv est igator

will be encountering a previously-unknown signal.

l.~.

Hunan perception is less apt to be misled by interfering reflections and

multi—paths of the incoming signal (precedence effect), compared w ith the problems
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inherent with instrumental processing . As previously no ted , these problems may
cause vast errors in estimating the location of a signal source by instrumenta l
means.

•

5. Hydrophone-preampliuiers that are suitable for a binaural locator are
corn~tercially available. The same applies to a calibration system , bandpass f ilters ,

magnetic tape recorder , headset , balance control
, and oscilloscope. Bracketing ,
mounting , and b a f f l e design would require further development ; and the prototype

would have to be evaluated.
Despite the advantages of a binaural method of underwater localization , it
has limitations which should be pointed out. This method will not yield the source
range from a single location of the hydrophones.

Range can be determined with t~ o

setups simultaneously operated by different observers , or by chang ing one ’s locotion
in hope that the source will remain in the same general area and t h a t it will repeat
its signal.

These independent esti!nates of azimuth should also resolve any front—

back ambiguity.

In practice , a binaural method for loezilizing underwater signals ,

at best , will he no more accurate than the sanc method used for locatin g airborne
sounds.

Both are frec ~uency dependent and both u t ili? e int eraural temporal and

intensity sensations. The binaural method could be used for estimating d epth of
‘
~ ~y

-

the source by turning the system to operate in the vertical plane. Depth also

be determined with a vertical array ; or , if horizontal position is also rs’ uired ,
~

a three~ dimen~~onal array will be needed.

The concept of binaural listening to locate underwater bio—3cou stic sigri’uls
is reeom~nend~-d in hope that a satisfactory instrument wil’ soon be avail hle.
~
However , a sui t ab le techr ~.que is not necess r ly limited to hinau al listening.
~ ~
~

Further development of bi—gradi~ nt hydrophones is also v ery en our ging. A si m 1e
~
~
~
’
modi~ ication of the rotatable , two--hydrophone system is the con ’:-i tion o the two
~~
~
channels out of phase to produce a null syste i.
~

This can give qu itc ~ precise

loca ii
~ at ion of ste ady st at e , or frequently recurring signals. It is si t -ni ~i cant17
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that the lack of directional capabilities has seriously limited our knowledge of
sound production by under ~
.ater animals , a discipline of increasing importance to

passive sonar. The resulting disadvantage to field biologists has been costly

in terms of time, funds , and , in so m e cas es , inaccurate information. The necessary
technology is available for a prac 5ical solution , and it should be applied.
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